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1. MIRCM)CT ION
Preparation of the initial conditions for nijwrical forecasts has hectm-
increasingly ctvVl( ,,x with the augmentation to the conventional database (sur-
face, rawinsonde, pilot ballom, and aircraft reports) of data tram srweIx)rne
observing system (e.g. tenpe.rature retrievals tram TIROS-N, cicxxl -MtiOn wind
vectors from geostationary satellitesN. 'tinny of the non-conventional ohserving
systenA provide temperature, wind, or pressure only (:3ee Table 1) with dif-
ferent erx)r charactert3tics. 'this variety of data and errors must Iv- ad-
dremssed in an objective analysis scheme.
This documentation describes an objective analysis procedures developed
at GI.A.S for the assimilation of the heterogeneous R)GF; database with the 2nd
and 4th order general circulation models. the objective analysis schtmt is
a mcxiifivation of the Crex;ssman (1959) scher,^ based on a method developed by
Berg t I iorison and T)Mh (1955). Additional information on the applicatio s of
the (i),jt-• tive . analysis prex:Mure in num^ricxl ire-di(-tion studies with the
FtUF data may be found in Raker (1991). The general circulation rWel (G(M)
used most frequently in these studies, the COLAS 4° x 5° 4th order m del, is
described in detail in Kalnay-Rivas et al. (1977) and Kalnay-Rivas and
Nottsma (1979a). Ilocumentation of the model is available in Kalnay-Rivas
and Noitsma (1979b).
Section 2 outlines the preparation of the FWE data for analysis. The
components of the objective analysis scheme are dic;cussed in Section 3.
Section 4 cexttains the organization of the objective analysis program and a
d~—ription of the requir(Ki data sets. Finally, the program logic and a
detailed description of each suhrcxitine is presentM in Section 5.
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2. PREPARATION OF THE FOGE DATA FOR ANALYSIS
For this study the official FOGF II -b d tabase, acquired from Sweden, is
utilized. A preprocessor was developed to correct or delete "well-defined"
errors and to order the data by latitude and longi,,ude. The modifications
to the database are described below.
All duplicate reports were eliminated. Fixed reporting stations were
checked against a list of stations (provided by P. Kallberg of the European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts) known to have had at least one
occurrence of an incorrect geographical location. All ship locations were.
checked for possible erroneous land coordinates. It was not possible, however,
to verify the correct position of ships over the ocean. Errors in excess of
100 mb in the sea level =.p ressure reports (ship or land), caused by the ambiguity
in thv report code, are corrected in the objective analysis program by adding
or subtracting 100 mb. We typically find no more than 5 to 10 such occurrences
in a 6 h period.
All ASDAR temperature data were deleted because of an excessively warns
bias found in the analysis of that data. Rawinsonde temperature and height
data were corrected at 100 mb and above for the effects of inco!ning solar
radiation on the thermistor with routines provided by G. Castello and J.
laver of the National Meteorological Center (NMC). Microwave retrievals
from TIROS-N with precipitable water contamination were eliminated according
to the criteria of Phillips (1980).
All cloud-motion wind vectors reported at 700 mb or below are re-assigned
uniformly to 900 mb in the objective analysis program. We also re-assign
all cloud-tracked winds reported above an estimated model tropopause to the
tropr;ause level. Cloud-motion winds reported between 400 mb and the estimated
model tropopause are re-assigned to the pressure level whose model temperature
corresponds to the reported cloud-top temperature.
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3 . TddE; OBTErr I1B ANALYSIS SCHER
In this section we describe the current version of the objective analysis
and assimilation procedure. Tile objective analysis scheme is ma successive
cormv,tions method (SCM) of the Cressman (1959) type, which involve, successive
modifications to the first guess fields provided by the 4t!: order GIAS GGCk4
(Kalnay-Rivas and tdoitsma, 1979). Eastward and northward velocity component:
	 #-
u and v, geopotential height z, and relative humidity RH are analyzed on
mandatory pressure levels. Surface pressure and temperature are reduced to
sea level and analyzed there.
The analysis of geolaotential height rather than temperature has the
following advantages:
1) Significant level teitperature, data are util Lzed in computing rawinsonde
mandatory level heights.
4) OtIculation of the geostrophic wind is strat6rhtforward with a height
analysis.
:i) Ilie mean error for large t m iicknesses oomputecd From TI TROS-1' infran ci
retrievals is quite small.
The assimilation procedure involves the intermittent analysis of batches
of data grouped in a +3 h window about each synoptic time. No attempt is made
to balance the mass and motion f+.elds.
3.1 Vertical interpolation between a and P
The model first guess fields are updated every 6 h at the model a levels
while the data are analyzed at the mndatory pressure levels. This rc-quires
a doikiblo interpolation between o and p. In regions of 1 ,1froqu-it ipdtatInt,
this result~ in ex(,(--;sive sirmoothing, as McPherson et at. (1979 )
 point cut.
We have attempted to reduce the effects of the vertical interpolation by









Model first guess fields Data anal/zed P(mb)
- - -	 u.v,T.q	 u.v.z
--- u.v,z 10
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395---- u.v.T.q	 - - - -
— u,v.z,RH 400
z 505---- u.v.T.q	- - - u.v,z,RH 500
615---- u.v.T.q	 - - - -
„
;. 725---- u.v.T.q	 - - - -
u.v,z.RH 700
835---- u.v.T.q	 - - -
_. u,v,z.RH 850
Is
945---- u.v.T.q	 - - - -
1 loot; PS u.v.z.RH 1000
Fig.1 Pominal pressures of the 9 -level 4th order GLAS
CCM and the mandatory analysis levels.
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analyzW fields (e.g. Au, Av, ARH) rather than the analyzed fields
themselves Oonsequently, if a particular gridpoint is not affected by data,
Vie diff;: ,ence between the first guess and the analyzed field Is zero, and
the first guess is returned to the undel. Interpolating the difference
between the model first guess and the analyzed field also helps to reduce
interpolation errors where updating has occurred. However, even if the
analysis and updating were performed in the model o coordinate, the
vertical interpolation problem would not be e l imitated as McPherson et al.
note.
The following vertical interpolation procedure is used. Fbr the
wind analysis, the first guess u and v wind components are interpolated
(linear in log p) from the modal a levels to the mandatory p levels. After
the analysis is completed.. the differences between the model first guess and
the analyzed fields are obtained at the a levels by linear in log p Inter-
polation. To avoid extrapolating above the top model a level (nominally
65 ink)) to obtain a 50 mb first gues-s wind field, a 50 Mb wind analysis i.s
not perform-.?. Instead, we calculate
A
U65 = u65 + Au70 	(1)
A
V65 = V65 + tv 70 	(2)
where u65 and v65 are the model first gu°55 u and v wind components at the
top a level and Au?0 and Av?0 represent the di f fere ncte {_n	 rxrinl first
guess and the analysis at 70 ►nb.
The vertical. interpolation between R and n for tie
	
:.at`v- humid4.ty
analysis is perform"I similarly except tha'. ml.ative '2umidi+y is first,
calculated from the model specific humidity q at the
apr)roximation
G
RH - q(p-0.378es)/(0.622es)	 (3)
where es is the saturation vapor pressure. We then evaluate es using the
empirical formula of Tetens (1930) as modified by Murray (1967)
es - 6.11 exp [a(T-273.16)/(T-b)j 	 (4)
where a - 17.269 and b - 35.86 if T > 273.16 and a - 21.874 and b - 7.66 if
T ( 273.16. Next, RH is interpolated (linear in log p) to the p levels and
analyzed at 300 mb and below (see Fig. 1). RR is then interpolated to the
model a levels in the same manner as was done for u and v, followed by the
calculation of q using Eq. (3). No change is made in the first guess specific
humidity field above 300 mb.
We analyze the geopotential height z of the mandatory p levels, whereas
• first guess temperature field iF, provided at the model a levels. This requires
• somewhat more complicated procedure than was needed for the wind and moisture
analysis. To prepare the model first guess z field for updating with the
observations at the mandatory p levels, a linear in log p interpolation is
performed to obtain the model a-level temperatures l
 at the mid-mandatory p
levels. The hydrostatic equation
P-13P/ 3z - .-9( RT ) -1	(5)
is then integrated from sea level to 50 mb to obtain the model first guess
geopotential height at each mandatory pressure level. In Eq. (5), g is the
gravitational constant and R the gas constant for dry air.
Virtual temperature is actually interpolated.
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First, to compute the first guess geopotential height of the 1000 mb
surface z
1000 1 
we integrate Eq. (5) from sea level to 1000 mb to obtain
11000- Tsq /I g /R( In ( psR/1000)) + 0.501
	
(6)
where R = 6.5 °C/lan, the standard atmospheric lapse rate, Ts R the sea level
temperature, and Psq the sea level pressure. In Eq. (6), Ts R is calculated
as
Ts q = Ts + Ozs	 (7)
with zs and TS the elevation and temperature, respectively, of the model lower
boundary ( a = 1). The sea level pressure psq is determined from
psq = psexpfF;^s (RTm ) -1	 (H)
where ps is the model surface pressure and Tm the layer mean temperature
1*^tween sea le,,.,el and the surface expressed as
Tin = Ts + 0.5 ^zs	 (0)
To calculate the first guess georx)tential hoig'it at the n lover; a'xOx,e
10)0 mb, we integrate Fq. (5) from 1000 mb to 50 mb using
zk+l = rk + c -1 Tq (Pk - p4c+l)/pt (10)
R
44
where k indexes the mandatory levels and k the mid-mandatory levels, cp is th3
specific heat at constant pressure, and K = R/cp. The mid-mandatory level
pressure p t raised to the power K in the denominator of the bracketed quantity
in Eq. (10) is computed as,
pR 	(K+1)-1
 (p l Pk+l)/(Pk - pk+l)
	
(11)
which assumes a constant potential temperature in each layer after Phillips
(1974). pK is defined similarly in the forecast model (Kalnay-Rivas et al.,
1977). In the interpolation of the a-level temperature profile to obtain Tk
in Eq. (10), described previously, the pressure pR corresponding to each TR
is computed using Eq. (11).
After the geopotential height analysis has been completed, mid-{mandatory
level temperatures are calculated. Using Sq. (10) we solve for T Z such that
TR = gcp -1 (zk+l-zk)  PR (Pk - p-+l )-1
	 (12)
The difference between the analyzed T R and the first guess T R is then interpolated
linear in log p to the a levels and added to the original model temperature
profile. The updated a-level temperature Ta my be expressed as
A
Ta = Ta+ATa	 (13)
A
where To is the first guess temperature and ATa the interpolated difference
between the analyzed T and the first guess T. We assume that the difference
in dry bulb temperature AT a is very nearly equal ^o the difference in virtual
temperature.
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3.2 Data selection and
 horizontal consistency
After the observational data have been ingested, a comparison is made
between the data and the model first guess fields interpolated to constant
pressure surfaces (see Figs 1) as previously described. Data which differ from
the mAel first guess by a specified amount are flagged as suspect. Ilie maximum
allowable difference between the observations and the model first guess are
shown in Table 2. The choice of these "acceptance criteria" is arbitrary.
We were guided in our selection of these criteria by the desire to use all
available "good" data at the risk of including a few "bad" reports.
After all the data have been checked against the model first guess, those
data flagged as suspect are rechecked by comparing the average difference between
the nearby reports (observations within a 5 0
 radius) and the model first guess
w.cn the difference between the nWel first guess and the observation in question.
An observation is rejected whose difference from the model first guess differs
frtxn the average of the nearby differences by more titan the limits  given in
Table 2.
:3.3 Interpolation of observational data to the horizontal grid
The method of interpolating the observations to the 4° x 5° analysis grid is
hawed on the Cressma.n (1959) scheme, but modified to treat variable data density
and quality and the first guess accuracy of the prediction model. The interpo-
lation procedure is described below.
Let the total correction to the background field Ck be expressed as
N	 M	 N




Table 2. M%ximum differences (observations - model first guess)













50 900 - - - -
70 375 25 - - -
100 350 25 - - -
150 325 25 - - -
200 300 30 - - -
250 275 30 - - -
300 250 30 50 - -
900 200 25 50 - -
500 150 20 50 - -
700 100 20 50 - -
850 50 20 50 - -
1000 - 15 50 - -
Sea level - - - 15 20
Fw
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fwfier*,^  k indexes thw number of scAtns (k -1-3 in the present scheme), i the N
obsAwvations available in the kth radius about a model gridpoint, j the
surrcjunding M gridpoints about the gridpoint that is to be updated, and AFi
denotes the deviation of each observation from the first guess field. The
deviations area calculated using at bil the ar interpolation of the four model.
grtdpoints surrounding each observation. The i-ackground field is then subtracted
fix" the observed data.
In Eq. (14), wi and wj
 represent the weight given to the ith observation
rind .1th grtdpoint prt-dicttan, resp.vtively. We define
w i = cl i (Rk - rt)/(il- + ri)	 (15)
and
wi ^` ci f (}`k - r') / ( iik + r 1)) 	 (l t^  )
where Rit is the sire of the kth radius of influence about cvtch model gridgoint,
1 • i Lhe distances fran the ith otvscrvation to the model gridpoint to be updatc-d,
and r j the distarce frur the ,jth surrounding gridpoint to the gridpoint
lx^iag analyrc--d. N. determined as a function of data density, is defined as
Rk = CO,	 (17)
where d is the average distance between observations within a given radius
about each grtdpoint. In Eq. (17), d may be exp-ossed rt.5
d = (n/N) 1/2 rd	 (18)
.,
where N is the number of observations within a radius rd (800 tan in this sttu+y).
In Sq. (17), the coefficient ck is chosen to be 1 .6. 1.4, or 1.2 for scans
1,2 or 3, respectively, after Stephens and Stitt ( 1970).
In Eqs. (15) and (16), qi and qj are pre-,assigned observational and
firs guess weights, respectively. Values for qi represent the ratio of tt ►e
mean squared error of the rawinsonde data to the mean squared error of all
other data. Rawinsonde data are given full weight in this analysis scheme
with respect to observational accuracy. For non-rawinsonde data qi ranges
from 0.0 to 1.0. In cases where the mean squared rawinsonde error is greater
than that for other data, qi a 1 .0 for that data.
The nns differences that are used to compute the observational weights
are computed using the NMC final analysis. A +3 h window is used about each 6
h analysis with the same data checking criteria given in Table 2. The mntchups
between the NMC analysis and the observations are accomplished with a horizontal
bilinear interpolation of the NMC analysis to the location of each observation
at each mandatory level. For ofi--level wind reports, the NMC analysis is
interpolated vertically linear in log p to the reported pressure levels.
Differences between the analysis and the observations are then obtained and
assigned to the nearest w-r^datory level for inclusion in the nos calculation.
The rms differences for off-level aircraft temperature data are obtained similarly
except that geopotential height is canputed at the nearest mandatory level for
the aircraft report.
The quality of the first guess field q^ represents the ratio of the mean
squared error of the rawinsonde data to the mean squared error of the 6 h
prediction augmented by tt ►e update history of each gridpoint at each level.
Tt►e mxN.n squared prediction error is not pennitted to grow beyond 72 h in
regions of infrequent updating. No attempt is made to account for varying
data quality in the update history (McPherson et al., 1979). In compiling thy!
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error statistics for the model prediction, each 6 h analysis during a 32 d
assimilation experiment utilizing the FOGE Level II-b data is used to verify
the f h f i rs t guess for 127 cases.
For the horizontal interpolation of the wind data to the analysis grid,
the distance weighting in Eq. (15) is modified to allow upwind or downwind
observations to have greater weight than crosswind observations as was done by
Didlich and Mancuso (1968) for analyses of ,jet maxima. In the present scheme
we mcxlify Eq. (15) such that
w i
 = y i (l ^cosm + (IV - r?)sin^)/(N + ri.	 (19)
which is similar to the weighting function used by Bergman and Carlson (1975)
for analyses of tropicxil cyclones.
3.4 Vating the Model Fields
:x.4.1 Analysis of the mass field
After first guess fields of Tsq and psq have boon obtained using Eqs.
(7) aril (8), respectively, the background fields are modified by the observational
data Us ing Eq. (14). All available land and ship reports are analyzed. In the
present scheme, wind observations do not affect the sea level pressure analysis.
An 8th order Shapiro (1970) filter is applied once after the third scan in the
analysis of ps t
 and Tse•
The model surface pressure. is updated by solving for ps in Eck. (8). The
vertical coordinate of the model is then adjusted using
o = (p - PT )/( ps - p T )	 (210)
where pT= 10 mb , the pressure at the top of the me v'e : .
i4
3.4.2 Updating the thermal field
In order to update the model a-level temperatures, a bat^^-round height
field is obtained at the mandatory pressure levels as previously described.
Height profiles are constricted for single-level aircraft temperature* data
using Eq. (10). A first guess height profile is assumed below the level of
the aircraft report, with the aircraft temperature data modifying the height
profile at all mandatory levels above the aircraft level.
Hydrostatic consistency is maintained in the vertical by checking the
static stability of each layer against the limits given in Table 3, where D
represents the actual height minus the reference height and S the layer mean
stability. The su!,vrscript 6 refers to the 6 h model first guess. The
information for the first 10 levels contained in Table 3 was provided by
J. McDonell of the NMC Automation Division. Two additional levels were added
at 70 mh and 50 mb to accommodate the analysis at 12 levels.
First, z 1000 is calculated using Cq . (6) . The SCM is then applied
to the 300 mb first guess height field. We followed the procedure established
in 1071 at NMC (see Tech. Procedures Bulletin No. 63) of selecting the 1000 mb
and 300 mb surfaces as key levels because of the abundance of sea level and
aircraft data affecting those levels, respectively. The information at 300 mb
is reflected in the levels above and below 300 mb through the calculation of
the first guess (defined in Table 3) at those levels. Similarly, the first
guess for levels above 1000 mb is influenced by the 1000 mb anal^sis.
As an example, consider the calculation of D500 (z50Q - reference height),
defined in Table 3 as
D500 = .383 D1000 + .617 D300 • S65M	 (21)
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 3. C,mpotential height F irst guess defined
ecxriputation with the corresponding stabilityevc.l in the order of
for the first 10 levels was provided by J. McDonell.ntts^ -r1e information
-- - - 
_ - F -
i,evel
	 I	 Definition of the first guess height field(mt) )
1 cx q	 i C mP" ted from Ps t first guess
f	 ^
3<X)	 tkxnputed from tem perature first cluess
i_gym,__
L 50O 0.383 D1000
TV	 ! t17^ 0.461 01000
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400
	
I D4()O 0.545 n^
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First, rewrite Fq. (5) as
az/ aw - -cp
 9
-10	 (22)
where " is the FNmer function and 0 the potential temperature. Eq. (22) may
then be integrated from 1000 mb to 500 mb to obtain
2500 - 21006 - CV9-1 "1000 ( "1000 - "500 )
	(23)
Integrating Fq. (22) from 500 mb to 300 mb yields
Z300 - Z500- cpg-
1 .300 ("500 - "300)	 (24)
In Eqs. (23) and (24), OW and ©'' represent the mean potential
temperature of the indicated layers. We may then use
D500 - z5o0 - 5572 m	 (25)
and Eqs. (23) and (24) to obtain Eq. (21). In Fq. (21), S5^
	 mpis couted
from the model first guess with the following expression
S( - D500 - .383 D6^ - .617 D6(26)
After calculating D500 in Eq. (21), the SM is applied to 2 500 and a new
stability factor 5500 is computed as
5500 = D500 - .383 D1G00 - .617 D300	 (27)
S500 is reset to -204 m or to 125 m for those temperature profiles which are
either too stable or too unstable, respectively, in the 1000 mb to 300 mb layer.
n	 is then recalculated after substituting S
	 from Eq. (27) for S6 in Eq. (21).
Itie calculation of D500 and Sf)M is repeated for the second and third scans
with the stability checked and reset, if necessary. As with the sea level pres-
sure and temperature, an 8th order Shapiro filter is applied once to the height
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field after the third scan. the other levels am analyzed in the order given
in Table :3. The model o-level temperatures are then updated in the manner
previously described.
3.4.:1 Analysis of the wind and moisture fields
	 a
An analysis of the wind field is performed at 11 mandatory levels (1()00 mb
to 70 mb) with corrections made to the background field using Sq. (14). 'fie
;i0 mb analysis is excluded to avoid extrapolation, as discussed previously.
Claud-motion wind vectors are re-assigned prior to modifying the first guess
field as described in Section 2. Single-level wind data ( i.e. aircraft, cloud-
motion winds, etc.) are allowed to affe-t the analysis at the two mandatory levels
adjacent to the wind report. We use wind data from ships only in the 1000 mb
analysis.
Before applying the " , a local geostrophic correction is applied to the
first guess wind field using a technique similar to that proposrd by Kistler
and McPherson (1975). However, the geostrophic correction is computed  from the
change (analysis-first quess difference) to the mass field ( surface pressure)
only. 'his approach has been tested successfully by Stone et al. (197:3) and
is in use operationally at the Australian Numerical. Meteorological Research
Center (K. Puri, personal comnuni.cation). First guess and analyzed values of
71000 are obtained using Sq. (6) from which corresponding fields of the
;eostrophic wind are computed. The first guess wind field is then adjusted
ising
V = wA + I gf" (VZ11000 - vZl00() )1 x I 
	 (2H)
shish is Eq. (1) in Kistler and McPherson. Tn Eq. (28),\v is the first ou^ss
sector wind field and f the Coriolis parameter. "_he ad ust*ien* `(, 	 4^+rst
:R i
ry .
guess wind field is scaled vertically and latitudinally using Eqs. (3.19) and
(3.20) in Bergman (1979). An Sth order Shapiro filter is applied at each of
the 11 analysis levels after the third scan of the SM. The model o-level
wind field icy updated as previously described.
Relative humidity is analyzed using Eq. (14) at six mandatory levels
(1000 mb to 300 mb). there is no interaction between the moisture field and
the other fields during the analysis. As with the other fields, an 8th orc+er
Shapiro filter is applied once after the final scan in the RH analysis.
Updated a-level values of specific humidity are obtained using the procedure
discussed previously.
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4. Pit( HAM (AUA.NILATION AND DATA SLT 06SNINM11
-i. 1 tbje.^etive psis Modules
'Me lr`OIt MAN Nrcgrwa which imarfo ,s the objective analysis consists 01
subroutines contained in thmt: source modules:
• GWS.Ml. RWH. ANALYSIS. PUCr
	 Objective analysis
• 1612HUM	 Level II-a unpacking
ap I612=3	 Level I I-b unpacking
fete object code tjuivalent of the ot-jective analya. is contained in
:^ ► :v moc±ulo :
© 1726FAU 1
4.2 Source modules for the 4tli Order Model
Execution of the objective analysis requires on-line interaction with
ti ►u 4t11 ocYier IlWel. 'Die r'XfRAN programs that constitute We model arc
c;on to i nud in five source rmAules .
• I"WLDHFX Old mastor. Main and tiydrodynatnics
• 1761DR13 Old master: Physics
• I761RADN Old : ,ter: Lint;-wave radiation
• I76IDHT1 Old master: Short-wave radiation
• GWS.MI.AXU.UTILITY.PW
 (AFI-TI) Old Master: Fact-Fourier tratcsfor l
The current version oY the model is obtained via updat(^s to the old
masters and is, contained in object form in two mules:
u 17U2,1T114 Object code: Main, hydr.)dyna,nics,Phcyslcs,and loot;-and short-
wave radiation
• 1702RFFT Object code. Fast-Fourier transiozin
n0
`a
In addition, a library of routines is contained in:
• 1527JLIB
4..4 	 biource, Modules for the QbJective Analysis
The module
• CjWS.M1.FORTH.ANALYSIS.FoRT
contains the following 85 subroutines and 4 entries (indented):
ADP INS FILLIN INUPAR RFIDEW
ALTER2 FIND KINDEX Rol"
ATESTA FINDHM DINDEX RIND.Xl
ATESTH FINDLV LEP1 RINDX2
ATFSM FVARIO LAC SAq1USND
ATFff M GCDIR LOCATE SATURN
ATESTT GCDI31' LQEU SBLIZE
ATESTU GEOSAD LQUS SCALP,
ATESTW GO= MAPP .911APFi,
AT&':T3 GOO" NEON ME SHUM
CnGRID GETAHT NEXT SIG7M
CHKADP GKrEMP NMCHIT SMOOC
COW" GETFGW NMCSCM SMOOTH
CUTADP GETWND PAIRZ SMPSL2
DFDX4 GRIDCD PARR SM2D
DFDY4 GTOPOG PCAL SPUR 
DIFFRS GTTOT POTENP SSCAN
DUMMYZ HITEMP PRESIG TAP24
INSM ILT HUMID PS IGMA TERP
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l NA^Nt I?^:iSL:AX , KL1l:F'hk^F ,13LKS 1l. =2960 , L -UML-=1.JGU
t?SNA,v1L`-I7f3;351:A6, RWF'M=r', BLRS IG='2JE 0, ljt X;lr-&: jo
llSNAM1;=
 I'7ti;3At1Cit3 , ttt12kW-F , B KS I Z=2960 , Lt{ilu-'=296U
DSNAvll, I7638EA1, KLJ P M=F , BU U3 IG =a)60 , Lti.FC:iJ=296h0
L)S'NAMv,=
 17(3 3SEAY , ttbck'M=F , SLKS i /=2u(i0 ,1't lu L=2960
DSNAaiLr 17(33AAC;L) S. ttLX;F't13= F^ , SLKS 1/6=2960, tj, - CL=2960


















4. 1.) Input Data Pmrtuneterrs
4.5.1 Narrrelist INPUTL
NEunelist INPUTL def 1 pcs Ixtrameters which vary aecording to the part Lcular•
model eximrirx-tit. Ibey will, therefore, riot be descrilxd in this report.
4.5.2 Namelist ALPUTL
RATRAN	 Description	 Default	 Type
pa.rurrie to r
INSADP Tirne :interval for data analysis 6 14
NKUUNT Log 24 tape flay; (U for no output) U 14
ASrAKf Initial conditions flag (I for o-level tape)	 U. K4
MAXUI::X Numbu r of data types used in analysis 7 14
QX See &-etion 4.5.2.1 IUU* . FALSE. ► , l
QELLtl' I111iptical weibhtirrl; for wind data .FALSE. LA
NSAT NunWr of satellite ksoundin6 data sets U 14
LUSAr Logical units for sounding data sets 1:1U*U,	 2:10*1 14
QGIDS GvK)strophic wind correction . Fa Ise It1
WMLAT Max.unun latitude for wind analysis 90. RII
NT(?1ku DSRN for topography used in VrOSIU U 14
4.5.2.1 Data Type in the QX array
L;jcation in QC array Description
1 Surface, rawinsonde,and pilot balloon data
2 Aircraft
3 ASDAR
4-7 NESS EAST, NESS West, European, and
Japanese cloud-tracked winds
8 Drifting buoys
0-11 Wisconsin East, West, and Indian Ocean
cloud-tracked winds




3;3-50 Special effort soundings
51-56 VrPR soundings
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4.6 Data Set Wscription
L1 RN Status Organization Wscription
8 Output SLM- Model history	 ,tpe
11 Iltput/wtput 304. Tunporary 11WOM	 ISt cure gpaae
L2 Input, SOLI. a -level Initial conditions
U 111put SOLI . Surface geopotent Ia L height
4d Input SEy. Surface alk"o
46 Input 'SOLI . 'lbpob rapl iV
01 Input SLN- 55'1'/snow cover data
5:3-56 Input Scy. Hadiat Lan data
':l Input Sey. Mandatory-level initial
conditions
23 I11put/Qitput D/A Tumporary storage for
mndatury- love l data
214 Output &NJ. Analy4od fields at
uundatory levels
25 Input SuLI. l.Asvel	 II--a data
26 Output SOLI. Values of tails f it
ul Input SuN. duality weights
81 Input Spy. Buoy data
M:: Input SOLI. Wisconsin Uwt and West
CrW data
83 Input Sey. Wisconsin Indian O ca.n
C,'1'W data
84 Input SN- instant level balloon
data
85 Input SLM. NAVAI1XS data
8(3 Input Seq. Dropwindsonde data




4.6. t	 U RI4 8.- - nkxlel &story Tapt.4
`l`t te wdel Itistory tt4w (165 fotmiL) is descrit.W in detail t
Welrrtunn (19W).
4.6.2	 usm 12: _ 5i^n^t-Level initial Uanditions
The initial condit-lorts for the model experunents are describ
t ie ll=n (1988) .
4.t3.3	 t. M 17 _ Surface ucqgtentlal Heighti
A description of the surface geopotential height is bi.ve it in
eat &I. (198u).
4.6.4	 US1iN 46:_
A descrtpttorr of the topograp ► iy datwie*_ is given In &LKer
e3 t . al (198u).
4.6.5	 DSHN 51: Sett Surface Tappe.rature and Snow tbver
I tkan tartto vlownt 1yix; Nwrix,-r of
timber words
L S Lmula u_^d tune ( TAU) K*4 1
2 e:ennrre;rtt array K*4 300
3 Snow cover ( = 1) R*4 3:312
Sett surface; turperature (t:) t3*4 3312
4.6.6 DSRN 21: Mandatory Level Initial QDnditions
Item Data element Units Dimension Type Number of
number words
Record No. 1
1 TAU h R*4 1
2 Spares 14
3 Spares 20
4 Sea level pressure Mb (46,72) R*4 3312
5 Surface temperature K (46,72) R*4 3312
i	 6 Tropopause pressure mb (46,72) R*4 3312
► 	 7
I
Relative humidity (46,72,6) R*4 19872
Record No. 2
1 U wind component m/s (46,72,12) R*4 39744
Record No. 3
1 V wind component m/s (46,72,12) R*4 39744
Record No. 4
1 Temperature m/s (46,72,12) R*4 39744
Recori No. 5
1 Geopotential height (m) (46,72,12) R*4 39744
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4.6.7 MM 81,_ 82, 83, 84, 85 and 86: Level II-b Data
The format for the international exchange of MME Level II data may be seen
in the report prepared by the Working Group on the Glob&]. Data Processing
System (1979).
4.6.8 OM 25: Level II-a Data
Item Data element Type Number of
number words
1 TAU R*4 1
2 Year, Month, Day, Hour (GMT) I*4 4
3 file name (8 elements) L*1 2
4 Number of reports I*4 1
5 Number of elements in data array I*4 1
fi Data array (1) I*2 (Item number 5)
A description of the data unpacking routines may be seen in Fdelmann (1979).
4.6.9 DSRN 40: Surface Albedo
I tem	 Data element	 Type	 Number of
number	 w-)rds
1	 .SLu•face albedo	 I*2	 3312
.A
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4.6. 10 USHN W; Satellite 'A rature Sounding Data N ' ' ( rati4rutl
TIMS-N laid VTPH
Ittin Data element 'type Numbur of
munne r words
1 TAU K*4 1
2 Satellite ID 1=TI WS-tJ 1*4 1
2%-VTPH
3 Latitude K*4 1
4 Longitude (positive west of Greenwich) H*4 1
5 A3111th angle H*4 1
6 Elevation of surface (10-6 in) H*4 1
7 Skin temperature	 (K) H*4 1
8 8stunatud surface: pressure (inU) H*4 1
U Iris *t, 	 cambinatiori* I*4 1
lU Kctmeval cnetIW** I*4 1
11 Spares 3
12 Tropupause pressure (mb) K*4 1
l;i i`ropopau;ae: Wnpearature (K) H*4 1
14 Spares 5
15 Dry bulb teperature (K) K*4 12
16 Geopotential height (m) H*4 12
L7 Virtual teorWrature (K) 1ti*4 12
* IW = IUUW*V + lUUU * W + IOU * X + lU * Y + L
**,%Ui = 100*X + 10*1' + 6
r	 i
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l.u.l1 I)SM xx:^ tW; L S;xc;ial Ufort '1'IMIS--N Wtrievals
ltun LIlta olersu:nt 'rYW Nurjur of
t wnlx.tr words
L TAU K*4 1
Year, Month, Duy, Hour ((iMf) I*4 4
:3 Ixata source index I*4 1
4 Hedort ideant L C scat ion K*4 2
c> IA  L tude K*4 1
6 Lime L tude (U° to :3UU° I*4 1
wc;st of vre 0IWLCtI)
hour of observation 1*4 L
n Misiute of observation (LU-2
 li) I*4 L
: ► Instrwnent tyW I*4 1
L^? SWCLal 01101-L qual i ty slag 1*4 1
lL Surtace: eLevation (rt) K*4 L
l:3 SuvCac v pro^5urt ^ itnb) R*4 L
L3 Surfaeo taiWrature (°l:) K*4 1
L4 durtace dew-point deurussion ( Q C) H*4 l
L.> Sea level pressure (mb) R*4 1
LU Skin tuVeraturo (°U) R*1 1
17 Solar renitu a%le -J0°(night) I*4 1
to +W°(day)
LM Olannt l combination 1 *4 l
LJ Standard de:viauo t1 for low-' uvu! I *4 1
clianne'.	 7
:.'U Standard deviation for i-,k^diutn-Levu] I*4 L
channel
F
4.6. l 1 Wnt tnued
1 Wn Data a IeI;k:nt 'I)rpe Numbur of
number words
22 Hm-tmuval Method I*4 1
23 Orbit line number 1*4 1
24 ;x;+.in element number 1*4 1
25 Prur;sure of average cloud top (10 rib) I*4 1
23 Cloud cover I*4 L
27 Total axone (Dobson Utlits) 1*4 1
28 rropopause pressure (lU mb) 1*4 L.
29 Tropopause t ATWrature (10 °C;) I*4 1
3U Quality LIKil.cxtor for tropupause pressure I*4 1
31 Layer mean temperature (°C;) R*4 1.i
31: Dyer precipitaule water (mm) A*4 3
3:3 Quality indtcator for temperature 1*4 1:)
( not used)
34 Quality indicator for precipitation I*4 3
( not used)
33 Mandatory level heights (lUUU-lU mb in ►n) H*4 16
36 Mandatory level tunperature (t350-10 mb in 'C) R*4 14
37 Mandatory level dew point (WU-10 mb in °C;) R*4
31
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Jf. %^, J j 1 t.^ r^ti ^ v iJ `
)F p r' r ^ ' n* ,,
b.3 Wuroutine Uuscrigtion
This section contains a detailed description of each subroutine in the
objective analysis program. Unless otherwise indicated the information is
appropriate for the objective analysis with the 4" x 5° Out order trWul.
^.
TIN
SUBROUTINE ADPINS	 Argument list: None
Description: Performs objective analysis of sea level pressure and temperature
and humidity, wind, and geopotential height at the 12 mandatory pressure
levels; called by ALTEA2.
The routine also reads in all observational data, checks for time, report
type, and quality marks, stores appropriate values in (70fuUVM, and calls respec-
tive SCM analysis routines to modify model quantities.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions Sl F2 A3 Description
arrays passed
None
Common areas	 Length	 Description
on RL D50 4th order model parameters
SATRET 54 Satellite retrieval DSRN
PHYSIC 20 Physical constants
qM-E 4 Quantity analyzed;
set in	 ALTF,R2
ADPTYP C Analysis parameters
FAOOMM 10780D Analysis arrays
ADPQWT 5[)G4 Data quality weights
INDDU 320 Report type descriptions
INDFM 64 Report Type flags



























Sea level pressure check (bogus if necessary)
'Rests quality marks
Tests upper air II-b quality marks
Tests TIROS-N quality marks
Tests Wisconsin wind II-b quality marks
Category 3 report check
Variable pressure wind interpolation
Aircraft height calculation
Sea level pressure 901
Sea level temperature SCM
Upper air SCM
Report index identifier
Mandatory pressure level sigma calculation
Relative humidity calculation
II-a unpacker for surface /upper air





WINOPR Wind vector error check
SxrSNu Heads satellite soundings
I	 t ddnww	 i I -d
2j x U seq.	 II-a AUP data
LAJSAr(l),	 ..,LusA:r(Nsxr) x U sa4.	 Satellite retrievals
81 x F seq.	 Drifting Uupya
82 x F seq.	 Wisconsin East and West
83 x F seq.	 Wisconsin Indian Oceim
84 x F ".	 (bastwit level Lulloons
8.5 x F seq.	 NAVAIDS






SUt3tiC]UTINE AL'r ,92	 Argwwnt list: None
L)eseription: Uriver routine for the; 4th or L.r objective analysis, called by
MAIN. 'Mis routine interpolates ttio first guess to the pressure levels,
performs geostrophic adjustment if necessary, performs objective analysis,
interpolatus analyzed fields to the, o levels, and restores now values to t1 ►e
model. AUrEH2 also performs dynamic initialization if neceusary.
Restr ictions: None
Argwnents and 'Piper Uimwnsions S F A	 Wseription
arrays p"sed
None
--- - ------ ---- 	 -----------_ ---- --- - - - - -----------------
Ckmm►on areas - 
	
_ ___-- _ _ -- _ - - Len^tl ► --	 Description
CMl'KL	 05U	 4th order model parameters
QTYPE	 4	 Data flag met in the main loop
ALPU'r	 lU	 Analysis control parameters
CYCLE	 C:	 Dynamic inialization parwouters
GLKAL	 4	 Geostropaic adjustmunt :lag
INS	 4
INMAP	 4	 Atp Index
kuQwr	 4	 First guess quality weigAts
External references — _	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Uescri2tion
PAttA	 Initlalizeas parwa,-turn and roads nar y-A.L.- t
INCMN	 Interpolates model o values to pressure levels
PU'rws	 DytlWaLC L111tializatLUn restoring cycle
ADPINS	 Performs objective analysis
GIMAD	 Geostroph.lc wind adjustment
REAUIN	 [leads mandatory level initial conditions
IZMX1
	
Fetches model quantities, reversing dimm ►emsions
ItINDXZ	 Saves model quantities, reversing dimensions
TWRITE	 Writes model a values to tape
TAP24	 Log 24 tape
t
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SUN* MTINk AL' 6W (2.5 0 x 30 2nd Order Model)	 Argument list: None
Ucscription. Driver routine for the 2.5 0 x 30 2ud order objective
analysis, called by MAIN.
Hestrictione; None
Argu vents and Type Dimensions S F A	 LXscription
arrays passed
None
( ormion areas — _ _-- _! — _ _ Let)gth — -- -	 ---- Wscrition
Sl^t,l1' 24 Split-grid flags
ALPUT 8 Control f lags
ULwi 4 Geostrophic adjustment slag
TSAR; 1244166 Model a quantitic-
PHYSIC; 72 Physical constarlts
q'CYPE 4 Quantity t.lag
S XYP4M 17701 diagnostic quantities
bcternal references
t{I)1 heads model quantities f rcni direct-access disk
I(LW Huminds tape
PAHA Initializes parameters for analysis
CUP Writes mandatory-level output to tape;
wwrl Writes model quantities to direct-access disk
Ii4UVLy Interpolates model a quantities to mandatory
levels
ti,t)SIYI' Heads diagnostic quantities from disK
W'!'SD'f Writes diagnostic quantities to disk
ADPINS Heads observational data and performs analysis
l tAu; s (YU timer
GOWAD Geostrophic adjustment of winds
PIWIG Interpolates analyzed fields back to a .levels
YVISK2 beads temporary disK
t*;ADIN Reads mandatory-level initial conditions
`1'WKITE Writes nodel a quantities to tape
UN,%y2.D Unsplits modal quantities
UN81Y3D UnSplits model quantitte.-,
WDISKL Writes temporary diLiK
--------	 ------------IrTutf Ota tput ddname _ --	 --_L I _[ -	 --	 -	 --	 -U _[ Mettiod	 _	 -	 - - -	 Descri,t 'ion	
_
2J X X	 U SHq.	 UVE], 2A data
tS X X	 U se ,q	 Iiistory tape
'33 X X	 U seq.	 Tenrrporary storage for diagnostic
quat 1t1 t Lus
.;1 X X	 U se q.	 Ma riudatory-level ira_i t v1 l <;ondi tioris
47 X X	 U seq.	 Surface gtmiit,.tj-e-3
49	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS




SI BIROUT INE ALTFA2 (Continued)
18	 X X DA
24	 X X U seq.
22	 X X U seq.
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SUMRO7UTINE ATFSTA
	 Argment list: NL. P, T, KB, *
Description: Tests observational temporature profile for stability; scrwtimm
called by ADPIM.
Restrictions: Profile runs fr m surface to top of atlwsphere.
Arguments and Type Dimensiore S F A Description
arrays passeid
III, I*4 X NwTber of levels in profile
(at least 2)
P R*4 NL	 X Observed pressures
T R*4 NL	 X Observed temperatures
KB I*4 X	 X Rejected profile counter
* Rejected profile return
U anon areas 
	 Lengzth 	 Description T
PHYSIC
	 20	 Physical constants
,1'!
SWROUTINE ATka"fti
	 Argument list: NL, P. 6, f, K8, *
Description. Performs hydrostatic check on observational t(Otpurature profile,
called by ADPINS.
Restrictions: Profile runs tram surface to top of alM;Iiiere.
ArgLawnts atxi 'type Dimensions S F A
	 Wgjcriptiou
arrays passed
NL	 I*4	 X	 Nwnber of lovels in profile
(at least 2)
P	 H*4
	 NL	 X	 Ob serveu prcrosuru-s
6	 H*4	 NL	 X	 Observed tieigrits
T	 H*4	 NL	 X	 Ubserww ; Wnperatum-s
K8	 I*4	 X X	 H+ejuctW profile countor






	 2V	 Riysical constants
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t:.
JUiitlt) MINE Xrr a°CP	 Argumi at list: W, PSL
Ueseriptiun: Tests s a love.-1 drt.!ssuml agai nst first ,uws for jmstULe
e.3rru ►iuous oatrie s and txv;us<.*S Wen when tit-cu isury, cal led uy ADPIN.i.
tiestr icL ions: Now
Arguments and TyW Uiuensiurw S F A Usic rLptlon
arrays use d
t^ K*4	 l X X	 L rth coordinates of rel,urt
PSL, 1144 X	 X X	 6t.:a luvul pm-dsuru
w►;wn Aretr.; .- _- -- 	 --Lerigtti
AUl)EL 7h240 Model f irst braless arrays
ibu 4th ortfer inodel parameturs





JUkltWTINE ArL;SN	 A UWWnt list, AL, ML, l'Na"r, X, KB
UescrLption. Tests level II-a data quality marKs, called by AUPINS.
I"trlctcous: Quality marks are as returned Uy UPKSI1) unpacAer. AUP data
filled with 9WJW., if poor quality.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A
	 1XISC r t pt ion
arrays passed
NL	 1*4	 X	 Nwnuer of levels
ML	 I*4	 Um unsion of arrays
TWr	 11*4	 ML	 X	 Quality mark array
X	 K*4	 (111L. 5)	 X	 Uata array
KH	 I*4	 5	 X A
	 &-jected repurt counter
(;cmnoti tirc^a5 _^ _ _ —_.-'^ --- — - ...-- l^t^th 
_ ^ . _ _ __^_ -- - - Ue^cri^ition _ _ _ _ ^ • • _
None
i:actc;rnul rJierenc'e-s-------------- ____ llescrition 
!__---__----_---- ----	 -
L 1	 Single logical canpamson
45
w
Sl LWOUTIM NP63 1I'r
	 Argunwont list. KfM, *
th*-t*IpLiun. Tusts TIHLX-N quality irarks, filled oithur operationally or
interactively on McIUAS, culled try ADPINS.
&f strictiuns. None
Argutnunw and lynx Ui ►nensions S F A
	 lkscriptiun
urr4iy ^ Ex^;sc^t!
KTSN	 I*4	 X	 Quality mark veturn for pwr
quality
dUdi"TINE ATWTU	 Argwnunt list. NL, ML, MtSr, X, Kai
Wscription. A-its upper air Wvel II-b quality marits, called by AUPINS.
KcvstrLCtIOnS: 4ality marks wu as ruturnW by Uw2BU unjAcKer.
Data filled with VMV9., if poor quality.
Arguments and
Ty
pe Ulmensions S F A Uescription
arrays pastwd
NLJ 1*4 x NwiWr of lovels
ML 1*4 0imonsion of arrays
KTWf 1*4 (NL,5)	 x Quality mrk array
X H*4 (ML, 5)	 x Data army






	 Argment lint: KWAL, Kd, *
Wscription: 'rusts Wisconsin wind quality Marks, callad by AUPINS.
kiwtrietions: duality marks are raturned uy UPK288 unpacicur.
Arguments and 'lyW Dimensions S F A
	 Description
arrays passed
KWAL,	 i*4	 X	 Quality Marx
Kd	 1*4	 x X
	 RejectW report counter
*	 HeJected report return
JUti OUTINE ArESM	 Argmu it list: TWT, KA'r; e
lk*3crLption. U.46ts Uitegory 3 identifier unrlw iJr category a5 well as
yiut1t.ty, called by AOPINS.
Restmet ions . 4utli ty marks alt- returned Uy We UPKS 'Ca unp"or.
Argw onts and '1yrpv Uiln nsions S F A
	 DoscriNtion
arrays Passed
TWf	 L* l	 4	 x	 Identifier ira k
►:A'r	 I*4	 X	 QttL-gory roturno-1 - I. c.:A'1.1
j 1. CAT:i
*	 Ru-jocted report return
_._	
---	 ---- _-.-








SUtit3OUTINE "MU	 Argw►w--nt iist. W, X
Dusemption: Waputea e&rth coon-dinat ,s of the 4th order 3rid points.
titstr Ctio►LS: None:
Argtmaents uaxl Type Uimnsions S F A	 DLscription
arrays passe)
U)	 R*4	 2	 x	 Earth coordinates
X	 K*4	 2	 X	 Urid points rQtur ►iW
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8L)BRUUTINE t2MOP	 Argument list. NS, KQ, L
• t	 Performs Lateral "buddy" check on rejected reports, called b^	 Us.sc,rtp iou, 	 	 J	 No	 Y
INSEAL, INSURF, INUPAH, and WINUM.
This routine averages all reports within a 5° radius of the rejected
reports. If there are at least 3 of these reports and the difference between
Vie reJectod report and the average di;ferences is wittwi we eutoif criteria,
the report is accepted.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
NS I*4 K Total number of stations
KQ I*4 K Quality flag
L I*4 X Pre55un; level
------------___(Jatm^un u rc.5	 - ----------- ---	 ----_	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _ - 1-t- -- --.-l -sa	 tii .--_---------	 Y -	





FAUMNI 1078W 4t ► s order analysis arrays
AUPSC 8 Surface #srror criteria
AOPUC bUW Upper air •.rror criteria
(Myr 12W Wserved WMS storage area








LU)CKS	 Argument List. I
Description. This routine allows the user to determine the time elapsec
execution.
Restrictions. None
Arguments and Type Dirwnsions	 8 F A	 Description
arrays passed





SUMOUTINE ODNSTr 	 Argument list TS, P, LI, Lti
Description: kk^rforms a dry-convective adjustment on a tanperature profile.
Restrictions. None
Arlin ments and 'type Dimensions S F A
	 Description
arrays passed
TS R*4	 11 X	 X Potential temperature profile
P R*4	 12 X Paige pressue prof i le
LA I*4 X Lower level of layer
LB I*4 X Upper level of layer
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SUMOUTiNE CUrAUI'	 Argument list KX,W , VALA,DIF, WT,liM, IIW,INSX, IIWSX,
RA
Wscription. Finds the difference between the observation and the first
guess and ca4ares the difference with Vie cutoff criteria, called by IMEAL,
INSURF, INUPAR, and WINDPR.
i", trictlons: A report flag is filled witr ► .FALSE. if it is an allowable
difference. It is filled with a "C" if it is not an allowable difference
but within 3 t.unc---3 the allowable difference and with an "K" otnerwise.
Arguments and Type Dimensions a F A
	 Description
arrays passed
KX I*4	 L k Report type
U) R*4 X &rtti coordinates
VALA R*4 X Reported data
DIF R*4 X Uifferurnce Iran incxiel
Cvr 11*4 X Error criteria
1U& tl*8 X X RMS of accuptud data
Dali I*4 X Y Nkinber of accepted reV.) is
Osx R*8 X X RATS of rejectu^d data
Iltms:. I*4 X X Nunber of rejected refx)rt5
F1 A L* L X L?A--P-)r•t flag
Gannon areas 	 Length --	  - Wig ration -
INDvM	 320
	 Report-type descriptions
SUtilWrINL DEFILE	 Argument lint: 1WHN, MAXR.W, MAX XH, IT'YPE, IAVM,
ICK
Description: 'Mis routine performs DEFINE FILE functions, which must bu done
before using direct access I/O on a aSa dataset.
itestrictions: None
Arguments and Type	 Dimensions
	 a	 F	 A Description
arrays passed
II SHN 1*4 Dataset reference nwnbur
AUR X; I*4 Maxnnum number of rocords
in the dataset
MAXIAM I*4 Maximum length of a record
ITYPE I*4 'Type of variable
IAVUt I*4 The associated variable




5Ut3 iWfINC URA4, DFUY4
	
Argument list: J, JM, I, IM, Y, U
Description: Uirectiorwl derivative of a two-dimensional field Uy 4tn ord-ur
diife m-neing, called Uy GLUN.
&t strictions. None
4
Argunxmtts and I	 Types Dimension :i F Description
arrays parsed
tAt
DruM R*4 x X direction derivative returned
DR)Y4 R*4 X Y direction derivative returned
J I*4 X Y grid point
1M I*4 X Y grLd maximum
I I*4 X X grid point
CM I*4 X X gr Ld maxifnum
F K*4 (JM	 X, LM) Horizontal fis-Ad
U K*4 X Distance: be:twoen grid }aunts
atlik"TINE UIFRW	 Argunnit lint. JM, IM, U), u, F, UIF
I)scriptionn. Finds difference between observation at arbitrary earttt
cootxIwatk--3 and a two-d=vitwstonal model Ytcld Uswlg bilinear interpolation.
Hebtrictions: None
Arguments and Type Uitinensic ►M, 5 r' A	 WscriNt:on
arrays ^ussud
JM	 I*4	 X [latitudinal di:wwion
IM	 I*4	 X longitudinal d.irnewion
lv	 R*4	 2	 X Tarta n coordituate:; of observation
D	 K*4	 X	 Mservationai value
F	 R*4
	
(JM,IM)	 X Horizontal model field
DIF	 tt*4	 X	 Uiffewnce m-turned
C; rn on areas -- ----- -- - - --- --- l ^eny^tl ► — - - —_ ---- — l scri^tion
Note:
iyct^rntt.l r^f^^t^;nce5	 _ uescri,^t :  .n
TEE	 bilinear torizontal interpolation of modal held
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SUMOUTINE Usk;	 Argument ilst
Uoscription: SSS U/A reW routine
Res Cr ic2t ions. Nona




J BU F I *4
1 REr I*4
:rISW I*4
SUMULTINE	 ORITh.	 Argument list:	 LU, ISID, JdUF, MSd;, IRLT
Description: SSS D/A write routine
Hmtmetlons : None







Logical unit number of file
Segment nurri;ur
Buffer to pass data
Wbturn code
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SUdk"TINL LXMMY6, LP46 9IT, MKWA Argun
Utifemptim. Dwmw return to replace k
Rest r i t locus . None
q
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SUHRC[PY'INE FMLIN 	 Argwnent list: P
Description: C.aqputes a- edge pressures given the surface and top pressure;
called by SIMM.
Restrictions: Profile is bottm to top. P(1) must be pre-loaded with sur-




rgwnents and	 'type	 Dimensio -.*	 S	 F	 A	 Description
s jawed
P	 R"-1	 10	 X X	 o-edge pressures
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Description: Interpolates linear in log p e o-level profile to any desired
pressure; called by S IG'IM.
Restrictions: Set KEY-0 to avoid extrapolation.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A	 Description
arrays passed
	 I
FM	 R*4	 X	 Interpolated value returned
PA	 R*4	 X	 Desired pressure
P	 R*4	 9	 X	 a-level pressure
X	 R*4	 9	 X	 a-level data
KW	 I*4	 X	 Extrapolation flag
Cancan areas 	 Length!___--`_.Descri tion	 -- -
None
	
eternal references 	 -~ 	 Description




 INE F INDM Argument list: PA, P, H, KEY
Description: Interpolates linear in log p a humidity a-level profile to any
desired pressure; called by SIG'!P.
Restrictions: Set KEY-1 to restrict relative humidity to between 0.01 and 1.0.
Set KEY-0 for specific humidity interpolation.











X	 Humidity unitr3 flag
63
rents and
	 'Type	 Dimensions	 S	 F	 A	 Descriptin
s passed
n
SUBPOUTIWE FINDLV	 Argument list: CD, NL I , Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, KEY
Descr.ption: Interpolates variable pressure C]ategox, ,
 (pilot balloon) wind
reports to mandatory pressure levels; called by ADPINS. If height is given
rather than pressure, the model first guess height is used for interpolation.
Restrictions: Profii.e mast be ordered from bottam to top. Set KEY=1 if





2	 X	 X	 F.nrth coordinates
NL.FU	 I*4
	
X	 X	 Number of levels in profile
X1	 R*4
	
20	 X	 X	 U wind returned
X2	 R*4	 20	 X	 X	 Height or pressure
V.	 R*4	 20	 X	 X	 V wind returned
X4	 11*4	 20	 X	 X	 U wind profile
X5	 R*4	 20	 X	 X	 V wind profile
KEY	 I*4	 X	 Height/pressure flag
__Clme n _ ai as 	 ^	 --__	 -r- Length -- --Y -" _	 Description
N")M_
	 71-240	 Model first guess arrays
N^tterrial references w-`_^__`--!	 Descripti'on
T111P	 Performs bilinear horizontal interpolation of f ir-'-t
guess
Gr,IVM)	 Perfo ►lres vertical interpolation of wind profile
.A
SUMOU '1'INE	 WARIO	 Argument .list. LU, It), LL'VEL, JBUF
Description. 'Ibis routine perform the direct access I/O of two-dimensional
4 0 x 5° rux-cards.
Rem tr le t ions : 'Rw da tase t mus t lae K1XW-F, Ltt kIi—J72 , USUtOxUA alid ►nu5 t W
initialized by CALL DEFILE ( LU, MSS.;, 1080, 2, LV,	 Idk f), whem-
MSd;-3t3* (nwn er of levels).	 The nwnt^r of levels cannot exceead (35/:30)*
(tracks ill dataset).
Argimuts and 'lyW Diineris ions S F A Description
arrays passed
LU I*4 X Logical unit timber
IU 1*4 X I/O flag, =0 for rk,	 ,
=1 for write:
LF,'V& I*4 X 4° x 5° record ciwnlx;r
JBUF 1*4	 1 X	 X X 4 0 x 5 0 array
------	 ----t:am	 at^ .^ as --	 -	 --	 - - -	 - --- -non	 ----------------------------------------Le:►l^tii -- - - _ _ _ - -__--- -- l^scri^ti^n _ _
None
___
ernd-.---- ------ -c s^	 1k------- - --_-------- :scr------tion---------------------------------t^:xt	 .ttixe:renci^_
DR WE	 dimrc;t access ru.
DR ITT	 SSS direct ae:ce ss; write
i'g rut )utput ddn^une , _ _[ -i ^L _U,[ . Metiivd _[ _ _	 _ iiescri tion , _ _ _
LU	 X X SSS DA 40 x 50 rNcord dire -et-access
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SU8H(,`UT1NE c.;c1)IR 	 Arguanil. list: P, Q
Description. This routine determine; the direction Fran one point on the
BAu•th itiong a great circle to unotner point on tno Earth. 'l1 ►e direction
is returned as an angle. Wtween U° and 36U O (U rcipresents north and 90 cwt.
Restrictions: The direction is returned as U it the groat exrcle =mot lx.,
deternuned.
Argeunents and Type Dimensions S F A	 Ouseription
arrays passed
l;lti1H	 Ii*1	 X	 Direction returned
I^	 R*4	 L	 X	 OrLgUl point in out—th coordluatos
li*4	 Z	 X	 L,nd p)ir ► t in earth Coordinat"
Loam on areas
	
U^n tii	 1k Cr^Ption





Argument list. P, Q
Wscription. Determines the distance fmn one point on the Earth along a
grkAt circle; to another point on wo Eartn.
&4strictions. None
Arguments i.nd 'type Dimensions a LF A	 Description
arrays pass(A
W)IS'r	 R*4	 X	 Distance returned
R*4	 2	 X	 Origin point in earth coordinates






6VL40JTINE GWSAU	 Argument list. None
Description: Performs a goostrophic adjustment on the first gue:s^ wind
field based on an analysis of the geopotential height field, called by
ALT 1 ' .
Nestricti.o+s4.: 17he first guess geopotential height ii«old must Lx.- on dir,.^ct-
access disk.






m^i-on--- -,areas------ ------__--- _ -----------------	 - ern- ----------- -- ---_ _- _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ L'e'-nett--'- - - - - -	 - - - - - Uescri 	
_ .	 -- - --
MW EL	 71240	 First guess winds and analyzed hoights
FAIJOW	 33LU	 Work array for height corructlons
External references	 _ -- -	 ---- ut cri-tion -- - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - _ - -
WAR10	 DLri.,^Gt-ac(;e4s IN ut. Ii 4y
6t-USM	 Geostrophic adjustm ent at the mandatory levels
i^ ut%cut ut: cicfrii e^ 	 I_ .j [ u [ _Nletihoci _[ - - - _ - - ik -5cz_i ition -
	
- -
23	 X	 888 DA	 Ana Lys is d L roe t-ac:c;es.s file
SUBROUTINE GFMI	 Argument list L, DZ, U, V
Description: GEOSM performs a geostrophic adjustment of the first guess
wind field.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
L I*4 X	 Mandatory level
DZ R*4 (46,72) X	 X	 First guess height differences
U R*4 (46,72) X	 X	 U-Component
V R*4 (46,72) X	 X	 V-Component
Ccmmn areas  Length 1	 Description N __^	 !
PRDM 54 Sample gridpoints for printout
G M91 318 Cbnstants and constraints for geostrophic
adjustment
PHYSIC 4 Physical constant
External references	 Description
DFDX4 4th order X-direction derivative
DF`DY4 4th order y-direction derivative
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SLIBR(X.rrINr G Rl"	 Ar6nm.nt list: None
Description: Interpolates o-level AT from mid-mandatory level AT and adds
level AT to first guess a-level temperature to obtain updated temperature.
Computes potential temperature to perform a convective adjustment and finally
converts to temperature; cAlled by PTMM.
Restrictions: None



















PISIGMA	 Dieetemdnos mid-layer o pressure
- 1	 70
SUBROUTINE GFTAHT	 Argument list: CD, ALT, PA, TZ, LM, ZZ
Description: Creates pseudo height profile from an aircraft temperature
report and the model first guess height field; called by ADPINS. The height
profile extends above the aircraft report only and is not computed below the
aircraf t level.
Restrictions: The profile nuns from top to bottom
Arguments and	 Type	 Dimensions	 S	 F	 A	 Description
arrays passed
CD R*4 2 X X	 Aircraft earth coordinates
ALT R*4 Altitude (not used)
PA R*4 X X	 Aircraft pressure
TZ R*4 X Aircraft temperature
LM I*4 X Lowest level desired
ZZ R*4 12	 X Height profile returned
Cu=n areas Length Description	 '~
CNTRL D50 Model parameters
MODQ, 7E240 Model first guess arrays
IIRMAND 30 Mandatory level constants
PRMANM 2C Mid-mandatory level constants
PHYSIC 20 Physical constants
External references	 J Description
TERP	 Bilinear horizontal interpolation of first guess
71
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SUBROUTINE Gh7W	 Argument list: 2P, TP




Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
ZP	 R*4	 (46,72,12)	 Height field
TP	 R*4	 (46,72,12)
	 Temperature field
tGiiiin- areas	 --IWz- th-	 -Description
(PHYSIC	 20	 Physical constants
4;iLAWU INE 6LTt UW	 Argurknit list: t.Q, L, FUW
Duscri . ptiou. I,J F'IkUW re:aL6, in first; gucst3 wougatr3 for a given cluaritl ty and
Level, callod Uy IN&AL, INSURF, and INUPAa.
HustristLori. None
Argununts and 'Iyf>: Ui►wmsions :i F A WscrLjAion
arrays tus-^W
Kq I*4 X Data type ( 1-6)
L 1*4 X Levu, 1	 +, L-1.:)
FUW tt*4 (46,72) X	 X Woights array
t:cxmron are=a:; Lk^ny^th llecritLOn
None
---	 -------	 -	 --	 ----
ta;cturnal llC;turoncc;s -------------- --lle:- -scr--- ------_	 iktiorr _ -	 -----	 --	 ------------	 ----
FVAKIU t)Lroct l+cc,uss I/u of V x D' ruc;utUs
in^iuL^ ddritutxs _ _L I _[ U j lvluttrod _^_-- _ _ _ _ _ -... _ _ _ lltrscrL^tion
X11 X 386 DA	 Ikt,tasut containing fLM-t guusU w(,Ltl ► ts
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SUBRaR INE GUM	 Arg%Mnt list: NM , PA, PL, NL, Xl , X3, X4, X5
Description: Performs a linear vertical interpolation of a variable pressure
wind profile to mandatory levels; called by FINDLY.
PAstrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions 3 F A Description
grays passed
NLLV I*4 X Number of input levels
PA R*4 20 X Input pressure
PL R*4 12 X Output pressure
NL I*4 20 Not used
X1 R*4 20 X Oatlut u wind
X3 R*4 20 X Output v wind
X4 R*4 20 X Input u wind
X5 R*4 20 X Input v Wind




SWBROUTINF, GRIT=	 Argum^nt list: JI, X
Description: Converts a 4th order grid point to earth coordinates
Restrictions: None
Arguments and 'type Dimensions S F A 	 Description
arrays passed
.JI	 I*4	 2	 X	 Grid point









SUIR,O[TTTNE GPOP00	 Argument list: MSRN
Description: Reads tdpography values which are different from those used
by the model; called by ALTER2.
Restrictions: When the variable IDSRN in the argument 'list is less than or
equal to zero, a return is executed and the read is bypassed.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A	 Description
Arrays passed
IDSRN	 I*4	 F	 Data Set Reference Number
C7onrmn areas	 - --- Length	 -	 Description
figL	 7E240	 Model first guess arrays
Ehternal references	 Description
NOW
InputjqLtput ddname 	I O 9lbthod I
_	
Description
MSRN	 X	 Seq.	 SSS Sequential




S'IIBROUTINE c,`rwr 	 Arguwmt list: None
Description: Computes mid-mandatory level AT; Bulled by ETOSIG.
Restrictions: None










MODE?L, 	 7E'.240	 Model analyzed fields
PHYSIC	 20	 Physical constants
PRMAND	 60	 Mandatory level constants
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gmwuTINL NJTFO	 ArVmMnt list: T$, P, Z
Description: Computes mandatory level geopbtential height given the 1000 mb
height, mandatory-level pressure and mid-vandatory level temperatm
Rbstricti-ons: None
Arguh*nts and 'type Dimensions S F 4 Description
arrays passed
is	 R44	 11	 X	 Mid-mandatory level temperatures
P	 R*4	 12	 X	 Mandatory level pressure
Z	 R44	 12	 x	 Mandatory level height
Giim' Areas	 Len th.	 Description
PHYSIC	 20	 Physical constants
SUBROUTINE HfIMIf Argument list: PA, P, H, KEY
Description: Performs a linear in Tog p interpolation of a mandatory-level.
relative humidity profile to the a-levels; called by P7WIG.
Restrictions: Set KEY-=l to restrict the relative humidity between 0.01 and 1.0.
Set KEY=2 for interpolation of ARH.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
HUMID R*4 X Interpolated humidity
PA R*4 12	 X X	 Pressure profile
P R*4 X X	 o-level pressure
H R*4 1.2	 X Humidity profile





Description: fills model arrays for analysis by vertical interpolation
(using SIG7%) from 4th order o-levels; called by ALTER2.
Restrictions: Array T (J,I,12) is filled with 1000 mb height.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
None
Coymn areas	 Length	 Description
CNTRL	 D50	 Model parameters
MODEL	 7E240
	 Model arrays
QTYPE	 4	 Data flag from ALTEFU
CYCLE	 C	 Restoring cycle parameters
External references	 Description
SIGTOP







Description: Sea level pressure SCM analysis; called by ADPINS.
Restrictions: None
arr




X	 Number of stations
Oor mon areas  Length	 Description
PHYSIC 28	 Physical constants
Al)IyrYP 18	 Analysis parameters
SO42 18	 SCM parameters
CNTRL D50	 Model parameters
Ph IIVTI. 54
MODFL 9B40	 Model arrays
FACOMM 140300	 Analysis arrays
ADPSC 8	 Sea level error limits
SMCXnS 18	 anoothing parameters
OBSKNT 12(l)	 RMS storage area
Fr:,QWT 33C4	 First guess weights
ADFAQWT 5DC4	 AnP quality weights
INDfXl 320	 Data type
Facternal references Description
LBQl Single lcgic.al comparison
IPFU Europe grid point determinant
LQUS United States grid point determinant
.S.SCAN Station counting scanner
CIiICADP Horizontal buddy check
CI TTADP Check for observation and model difference
1)IFFIS Difference between ot^,ervation and model
FVAIIIO Direct access I/O for 4° x 5° records
NMCS01 SCM accurralating scanner
SMOOTH 4° x 5° field smoother
Input/Output ddname	 +^I^ 0 Method i	 Description
23	 X SSS DA Temporary direct-access dataset









Type Dimensions 'S F A Description
NS	 I*4	 X	 Number of stations







J_Ij 0 1 Method I Description
( Same as INSEAL)
A
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SUBROUTINE INUPAR	 Argument list: NS, KQ
Description: Upper air SCM analysis; called by AUPINS.
Restrictions: Bone
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
N91	 I*4	 X	 Number of stations
KO	 I*4	 X	 Quantity type





Exte~nal references   
	 ^_` Description Y
QE	 Indefinite logical comparison
LFx)1	 Single logical comparison
Ik)F21
	 FAirope grid point determinant
Lpt -.S	 United :Mates grid point determinant
SSCAN	 Station counting scanner
(1{KADP	 florivontol buddy check
0ITADP	 Chock for olxcwrvation and rrvx-fel diffen!nce
1)1FF 9	 Computes difference betwc-en observation and
first guess
F'VARIO	 Direct access I/O for 4° x 5° records
NMCHIT	 Geopotential height stability check
NMCSCM
	 SCM accurrnilating scanner
l ,	 SNK)OT'H	 4° x 5° field soother
Input/Output ddname 	`^_ _r 0 Method
	 _^ Description
!	 23	 X SSS DA Temporary direct-access dataset
I	 for the first guess and analysis
P3
Will lA TIM KINWX, UINUEX
	 Arburrient 115t: CNV, STATN, LX31, 1AS, W
Ur-icription. Report typo identifier, ca11W by ADPINS.
ibis route-ne tags a report wltti an index nurrtbor detetmitiod erui this latu
category, station IU, data source index, inatrwwat tyW. , and earth c(-x.)r, -
nates. Each separate report type corresponds t.) a ditl •em-rit set of qua
weights.
tit-^-trtct Loris . A rwro is ruAurnud if the report is unvuxxVni/.able:.
Arguments and TYW Uirwrisions S F ` A	 Duscription
arrays passed 
----------------------------- ---
KINDER 1*4 X Heport index
CXr L*1 X Lktegury
^MMN L*1 d	 X Station ID
1kI I*4 X Data sourco index
INS I*4 X Iristmawnt type:
W N*4 l	 X .rtr ► coottil ilia to5
UINI)hx K*8 X tt ,girt description
c;anr>on rotas _ _ _ _ _ _ - __- - _ _ _ _ - - • - - _ - -1^sn^Ch - - • - -	 _ uESCri,Ntion _ . 	 _
None
i x- -ter- -na- -1- ------------ -----------	 -----------Uesc;riktion
LhQ1	 SiWle Logical comparison
84
g5
JUt31{l1U'1^1N1:	 i, i	 An"kinr'Ilt Lust.	 A, B
I • !acrtptiun. O-ci rus two 5iri;lc: bj'tc 0111ractur5. 11* they aru Vi
tut--n Lam- L n--turns. TRUP". 	 It r,Aurn5. 1'AL^ ►;.
W,lStrictum : None
:Arguinunts and	 'ly^x;	 1)Lnunslorvi	 ;,	 I'	 A	 I(,Scr ►.pt ioli
arr•uy^ µi55uc1
I,kk^i	 1*4	 WgL(ui.l canpar;,^un
A	 i,* L	 X	 viurru.t•_,r L
r3	 ► ,* L	 Chara(, Ww
.9JBRajTINE LJOC	 Argument list: MAP, II, JJ, NX
Description: Selects the quantity to be plotted by testing the logical Lrray
















Cbmwn areas	 Iength	 Description
QMP	 50	 Maximum number of maps
External references 	 Description
SCALE	 Plots the quantity on a map
PHSCAL	 Prints he scaled map
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Description: Finds the pressures which straddle a given pressure level.
!-Pvel returned is the level above the given pmss-are.
Restrictions: Profile must be ordered from bottom to top.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
'DCATE, 1*4 x	 x Level returned
PA R*4 x Given pressure
P R*4	 N x Pressure profile







Argwnent list: J, I
Description: Determines whether V x 5° grid point is over Europe. Europe its
defined as the region from 38°N to 66°N and .:ran 5"W to 30 0 E. I-QELT is .TRUE.
if the grid point falls in this region.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type	 Dimensions S I F A Description
arrays passed
LQELJ	 L*4	 X	 Logical flag returned
J	 I*4	 X	 Latitudinal grid point
I	 I*4	 k	 Longitudinal grid point
SUBROUTINE LQUS
	
Argument list: J, I
Description: Determines if a V x 5° grid pint is over the United States.
The United States is defined as the region from 26°N to 580N and from 1350W
to 800W. LQUS is .TRUE. if the grid point falls in this region.
Restrictions: Nona
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
LQt)S	 L*4	 X	 Logical f1 sig returned
J	 I*4	 X	 Latitudinal grid point
I	 I*4	 X	 Longitudinal grid point
99
^' Z 90
SUd"TINE MAPP	 Argument list. Wr
IX-,se ,,* J.ptiqn; Increments an integer variable whiuli dtwidee the pressure level,
at : 1 -1 ,ich the map is to W printed, 'Ibis is called by INSEAL, INSUHII aixi INUPAR.
ir.i.ctions. None






















Description: Sends message t;) operator to mount a new tape; called by TAP24.
Restrictions: None
k wmnts and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
N72	 R*4	 Logical unit number
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Description: NQCT is the grid point scanning routine; called by SSCAN and
NAC SCM- This routine is used to efficiently scan all grid points within a
given radius about a point on the Earth. NW is called repeatedly returning
a single grid point each time until all points are read in the given radius.
Restrictions: Beware that conventional GLAS definitions of I and J are re-
versed. Also, all the points in a given radius should be read before moving
to the neat point.
Arguments aad
arrays passed
'type Dims,,,lions S F A Description
DW R*4 X Scanning radius in lam
M R*4 2	 X X	 Origin in earth coordinates
I I*4 X	 X Latitudinal grid point returned
J I*4 X	 X Longitudinal grid point returned
* Return when scanning is complete
Description




PHYSIC	 24	 Physical constants
External References	 scription
DORM	 Converts earth coordinates to grid points
92
.5ik'e:au
Description: Canputes the model first guess height field; called by INUPAR.
Restrictions: Ehch level mwst be called in the order given in INUPAR.
Arguments and 'type Dimensions S F EA Description
arrays passed
NLEV	 I*4	 X	 Pressure level
NITER	 I*4	 X	 SLM iteration number




FAOOMM	 107800	 Analysis arrays
MODEL	 7FI)40	 Model arrays
6Ul3"'rlNr; I-AU N	 Arg uine3nt List: JM, 1M, KITFA, KAUFAC, tJ), u1F, QWT,
WUI N., i)U,, (xr, ItA)
Uescription. duccessive corrections accumulator, called uy INSEAL, MUM,
and INUPAR. This routlnu accumulates the grid point covmct.Lorks, applying
the appropriate distance and quality weights. 'lie wind correction is also
dependant on direction with uj;struam and downstream oUserrvations given rapru
weight than crosswind observations. The scanning; radius is decided on density
of stations ubout a grid point.
Restrictions. None




KITER K*4 X	 X
RAUF'AC K*4 X




D& K*4 (JM, IM) X	 X
UTr K*4 (Jivl , IAN) X	 K





Utrth coordinates of oUsurvatiun











	 Mlysical (,:ur ►stan.t:i
&ternal references --- _-- —_-- __-- _ -- _ . liescri ttion -...............  -	 - -
NM	 Grid point scanner
UU)IR	 Great circle direction calculation for elliptical
weig^iting
Gwiar	 great circle distance calculat loll
GKIU(J.)	 Converts grid points to earth coordinates
I^i^
SUBROUTINE PAIRZ Argument list: AZ
Description: Computc;s aircraft pressure from reported pressure altitude
and U.S. standard heights; called by ADPINS. the height interpolation
is linear in log p.
Restrictions: None














SUBH=INE PARA	 Argument list: !None
Description: Initializes the analysis routines; culled by ALTEW.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
None
Gmmm areas	 - Length '-' Oescri tion
CNTRL D60 Model parameters
ALPUT C ATM parameters
SATRET 2C Satellite retrieval datasets
WEX2 64 Report-type flags
PMISIC 24 Physical constants
ADPM 10 Analysis parameters
NO NS 18 Surface smoothing flags
Suoulu 2D0 Upper-air smoothing flags
PRMAND 90 Pressurelevel constants
PRMANU 90 Reversed pressure level constants
PRMANM 90 Mid-pressure level constants
ADPSC 8 Surface data cutoffs
ADPUC 5DC0 Upper-air data cutoffs
sm 18 SC7M parameters
GM81 318 Geostrophic adjustment parwwters
FA(XM 170 Work area
ADPQWT SUCH FOGE data quality weights
INDEXI 320 Report-type descriptions
PRINTI 54 Grid points printed out
External references Description
DIMEK Report type description identifier
Input/Output ddname ]=O I Method Description
5 X	 NL seq. ALPUT? namelist
26 X	 U seq. RMS output
23 X	 SSS DA Temporary direct access dataset
96
t 1174-1.
SURRO tT M.' WAL
	
Argument list: P, PHAR
Description: Computes mid a-level pressures from o-edge pressures.
Restrictions: None
Arguments  and Type Dimensions S R A Description
arrays passed
t^ R*4 10	 X a-level edge pressure
.`13AR R*4 0	 X Mid a-level pressure
SUBROWINR POTW	 Argument list: P, TSAR, TS
Description: Ouiputes potential temperature at mid-mandatory levels.
Restrictions: %ne
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
P R*4 12 X	 Mandatory level pressure
TEAR R*4 11 X	 Mid- mandatory temperature
78 R*4 11 X	 Potential tenperature
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SUBIMINE RTES IG	 Argument list: P
Description: Determines mandatory level number from pressure; called by
ADP INS.
Restrictions: %ndatory levels are numbered from top to bottom.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
PI" IG	 R*4	 x	 Mandatory level pressure
1.)	 R*4	 x	 Pressure
t: !
SUBKWINE PSIGMA	 Argtnrent list: P2, P0. P
Description: Qamputes the mid-level pressure of the a layers f ran the
surface pressure and the top pressure.
Restrictions: P(10) is returned as surface pressure.
Arguments and 'type Dimensions 3 F A Description
arrays passed
P2	 R*4	 Surface pressure
P4	 R*4	 Top pressure








Type Dimensions S F	 A	 Description
I
,31113ktWTINE I YSURFE
	 Argutwnt list: None
[k-seription: Cbmputm surface pressure from sea level pressure, sea level






(Nnit.,	 mo	 Model parameters




V.RLTBRO(rr I NE PTKV IG	 AM, nt list: None
rx—,eription: Interpolates AT, ARH, Au, and AV to the a levels and adds them to
first 6ru(,&g fields; called by ALTFM.
Restrictions: None
Anr,um^nts and I TypelDimptisions S F At	 Description
arrays passed
None
CN7W, 82:1.50	 Model parameters
MODEL 7E240	 Model at-rays (P and a)
Q7YPE 4	 Data flag from A1,TFR2
PRMANU 30	 Mandatory level constants
FGQWT 330A	 I kumV army
PCAL Computes mid-level o pressure
Gl" Computes mid mandatory AT
11WID Interpolates relative humidity to a levels
WIND2 Interpolates wind to o levels
FI1J,TN Compute; o-edge pm_ssure
GPXYrOT Interpolatetz, AT to o levels
WARTO Reads 4* x 5* data records
PSURFE Computes surface pressure from sea level pressure
SPOON Converts relative humidity to s^-cific humidity
GFfM)T Interpolates AT to o levels
" 02
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., t -:	 .., •-ui1.0 - 2-• _,.: _fd—. .u:>atiuc^w..... ^.^J.. aANwJ ^R•'-•^^".>••^J"^ilGN41. w^.s 	_.tea .-.... A
SUIiRWTINL PUNS	 Argwiumt I LSt: rQ
Description. uyname initialization restoring cycle, called by AGTlW.
'n:- routine mixes suco,ssive calls to We model tiyarodynaunicts wi tli
mi ternat .ly forward and Uackwa.rd time stujxs in order to balance the nom; an(i
WLnd t'lu^ds.
Restrictions; None
ArbwnurttU and 'iyp-- Dimensions 5 F A	 Description
:arrays ptissed
144	 1*4	 x	 ALTERL data flag
-_	 --------_	 _------------- --------- _ ---- -------	 -.Ckxri.ro►► areas	 Lc:n tt ► 	 ... .... - - - - lk cri;^tion
htJUk{'Pli/:ivll'l'ii/^MUI'Ii/ttviNtti'/^!x y t.{!tV^^t^C/WC^ii^/ 	 4th order ImAeL
D ►3U^	 4	 L)i--Uug t Ng
M(k):^.	 b7540	 Model analysts armpi








`1'WUTE	 Utt;)ut U) lj)x 8 tape
SUdtt(lU'r I NE	 kjL	 Arguriiuvit list. /,l, G2, N13
tuscriNtion. Omiparis on of two character strirnin; of a gLv(!l ► length. If the
two strings LLO.- i c if 3i ► t i i!^L t , ^4E m-turns .' HVE. , otr ►etwiso t.1L returns . h'AWE'.
10-itrLetion:s: None
Arguments and I "Vw Uiiwnsions a e A Ue:►cription
arrays pass W-1
QE L*4	 X Logical can4 arison
Ll U*1	 NH X Otaracter stMr►o 1
!,2 L*1	 Nei X Ct ►aracter string





AaUL*(XJTLNI,; itl.AOIN	 Argurwrit list. tMI , TAUI, N
Uoscmption. Itoads iu imndatory- level initial conditions for analysis,
c:a l led by AL;I ER2 .
Itc-pstrLctior1S: 'llio ciatasut must ix in the statuiaM itundatory-iovol t'omVit.





	 I*4	 X	 DSRN for ini t ia l. concii.tions
TAU I
	 It*4	 (uot U.'sed)
J	 (*4	 K	 I)ata flag from AU'fEV, .
----	 ------------------- ----	 -	 - --	 -	 --
^'cxrrnou are-sus 	 Lc^r ►tli 	 _	 Dus'criptlon- 	  -
(,7V'1'KU
	 WO	 Mudd 1 lximnotor:i
N11A)l L	 71!y ,k)	 Model arrays
atorual rof^ rvncos _
	 Uc.scrtlon
Not i.
Input-Jc ;t ut ddnwne - - - -^ i _C U _L_ Mc twa } - , - - - - - - - IX-scr fit kq _ - 	 - -




Argument list: P, T, DPD
Description: fxnputes relative humidity from pressure, temperature, anu dew
point depression; called by ADPINS. Relative humidity is returned as a value
between 0.0 and 1.0.
Restrictions: 'RUDEW is filled with 09999. if invalid arguments are passel.
Arguments and Type Dimensions ^'	 €	 :' A Description
arrays passed







DPD	 R*4	 X	 Dew point depression
Ommon arehs	 Length	 Description
NOW
External References	 Description




SUBROUTINE RkL"	 Argument list: H, T, P, L
Description: Converts a specific humidity profile to relative humidity.
{restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
1 1 R*4 L X	 X Humidi.y profile
'j' R*4 L X X	 Temperature profile
P R*4 L X X	 Pressure profile
L R*4 L X Number of levels
Cannon areas Length Description
None
External references Description






SLYBF TINE RINDX1	 Argument list: NQ
nescri,ption: Fills analysis arrays with model arrays, reversing the grid
indices.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type	 dimensions	 s	 r	 A	 Description
arrays passed
NQ	 I*4	 X	 Quantity flag fr, ALTM.9.
Cannon areas 	 Length
CTNTRL	 R3D30	 WkAel arrays
", EL
	 57550	 Analysis arrays
SUBIIWTINE RINDX2	 Argument list. NQ
Ouscription Fills model arrays with analysis arrays reversing the grid
indiew.
RestrictiocN. None
Argumelints and Tylv [Dimensions S F LA	 Description
arrays passed
1*4	 x	 Quality flag fram ALTE112
ption
CNML	 WD30	 Model arrays
WORK2	 81600	 Scaled model arrays
MODS	 5?540	 Analysis arrays




SUilWTINO SAWW	 ArSwwnt list K1J, LU, TAU, 3TNID, DSI ,
KI NS , 6LAT , ld.11N KTU ,
LLEV , PSF , TSF , DPDSF ,
PSL, ZYM IW, MR P'1'P,
TIV , TLM 0 WLP , w1'W zm ,
, 
DPDMi


















































































x Fonuat ID - 1, 2, or 3
x LogieAi unit numlx:r
x Hour of retrieval
2 X Station ID = blank if missing
x Data Source Index
x Instrument tykes
x ktetrieval latitude (-90 0 to 900)





x Surface dew point depression






15 x Mean layer tmpera'.ure
3 x Precipitable water
18 x Ivanpe-rature and pree;ipitable
water quality mark.,;
15 x Mandatory level heights
15 X Mandatory leverl temperature-
6 x Mandatory level dew point
depressions
_l?^'_scrition
k:xternal referenc=es 	--_-- -_	 Description





III	 x	 U Seq.	 TIROS-N database
STUH"TINE SATURN	 Argwwoit L ist . T. P
Dweription (brnputus saturation spect t is 1 ►un►,dity 
`1s in g1r, f min tccWmruru
and prc ury
Itustrictio[►s. Ert'u iuous %raluus may mus ru pruk;rwn chucks.
Argun*nLa u[xi Type Inrnurwioru; F A fUsc;rlption
arrays parsec!
SATURN	 R*4	 X	 Saturatr.on Sly--c ific hwnidity
T	 R*4	 X	 '11-IRWrutuc•k.-
P	 11*4	 K	 Pressuru
11 ^,
SUMOUTINE ML I ZL'
	 ANUM-11t 
lis
t . TS- P
W-seription Stabilizes the potential tta4wrature profile at the mandatory
levels.
1"Mmet ions : Profile should be ortlered frum bottom to top.
Arguments awl Type Dimensions S F A	 L)k-;-scription
arrays passcad
R*4	 11	 x x	 PUtential tatWratuix,,-
13	 H*4	 12	 x	 Pressure profile
6amno11 'areas	
...—.—Description – ------
CwNr	 S	 Unstable profile counters
CMSIrr	 Stabilizes unstable profile
gURROLrrINE SCALE Argument list: MAP, IR, JR, NX
Description: Plots the alphabetic character or digit depending on the
frequency of the quantity and the choice of the maximum number of levels;
called by LOC.
Restrictions: None



















SUTA UUT1NE S1iA!'FL 	 Argununt l ist F, NSM IVIND
lkscriptiun Shapiro filter applied to a horizontal field called uy SAfJYIII.
:Vu -►nwthing in dune un the poles points.
Hestricti	 ms. Scat TWIND to .11M. if taimthing the wi ►k! field.
Argunents and Type Di►unsio►s S F A Wscription
arrays passed
------------
- -	 -	 ---- - -
1^ 11*4	 (46,72) X	 X Array for smouthin6
NISM 1*4 x 0.5 of the filter order




SUBROUTINE SWM	 Argurmnt list. QIN, JNP, IM, GAMMA
Description. Shuman filtur applied to a lwrIzontal field called Uy SMOW.
Filtering is only done in the oast-Owt direction.
H+estrictions bone
Argununts and Type Dimensions S F A 	 Description
arrays passed
QIN	 d*4	 (46,72)	 Array to lie filtered
JNP	 I*4	 latitudinal dimension
IM	 I*4	 Longitudinal dirnen` in





SUBROUT INF S IGTOP
	
Argument list: A, 8
Description: Interpolates o-level quantities to the mandatory p levels;
called by INCMN.
Restrictions: Only those quantities designated by the NQ flag from ALTER2
are interpolated.
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A 	 Description
arrays passed
A	 R*4	 39	 X X	 o-level profile
B	 R*4	 62	 X	 X	 p-level profile
Carman areas	 _
	
length	 _	 Description	 _
COUNT	 4	 Unstable profile count
TYPE	 4	 (not used)
QTYPE
	




PRMANIJ	 30	 Pressure level constants
F,^cterrial Refs —re ncE_s 	 _	 _ _ 	^ 	 Description
FIND	 Vertical interpolation (linear in log P)
PCAI	 Computes a-level pressure
FILMN	 Computes o-edge pressure
FINDMA	 Interpolates humidity profile
HITL1uQ'	 Computes pressure level geopotential height
POTFXP
	 Computes potential temperature
RELWA	 Converts specific to relative humidity
SHLI?E	 Stabilizes potential temperature profile
_
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SUBROMNE SMODC	 Argwwnt list: FIN
Description: Shuman filter applied to a horizontal field; called by SMOMM.
Restrictions: None
Ammnts and 7Ype, Dimensions S F A Description
arrays pawed
FIN	 R*4	 (46,72)	 x x x	 Field to be filter
CWmon areas	 Length	 Description






I	 Argment list. F, KS, TWIND
Description. Smoother for model fields after analysis called by
INSEAL, INSURF and INUPAR.
Smoothing flag KS should be 0 for no smoothing, 1 for Shuman 1-dimensional
filter, 4 for 4-point shapiro filter, 8 for 8-point Shapiro filtc;r, or 9 for
9-point smooth-desmooth.
Restrictions: Set TWIND to .TRUE. for Lqnwthing the wind field.
Arguments and Typ.: Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
F	 R*4	 (46,72)	 X X X Field to be smoothed
KS	 I*4	 X	 8buothing flag
TWIND	 L*4	 X X	 Wind flag
Ckxnwn areas	 Length	 Wscription
None







SUFAMTINK SKPSL2	 Argument list. P, NSU




W= is and Type Dimension+ S F A Dwaription
rays passed
P	 R*4	 (46,72)	 x x	 Field to be filtered
NSM	 1*4	 x	 Filter order
Oammon Areas	 Length	 Description
CNM	 D50	 Model parameters
SUBROUTINE SM2D
	 Argument list: A, ISM
Description: Five-point smoother not called.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
A	 R*4
	 (46,72)	 X X
	 Array to be smoothed
ISM	 I*4	 X	 Number of applications
Osman areas	 Length'	 Description
FA0 MM	 330D	 Work area




Argument list H. T, P, L
Description. (bnverts a relative humidity profile to a specific humidity
profile, called by PTOSIG
Restrictions. None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
H kt*4 L	 X	 X Humidity profile
T t:*4 L	 X X	 Temperature profile
P R*4 L	 X X	 Pressure profile






SATURN Saturation specific humidity
SUI3MWINE SSCAN
	 Argument list: JM, IM, RSCAN, CD, KNT
Description: Station counting scanner; called by INSTAL, INSURF, and INUPAR.
This routine accumulates the nwmber of observations within a given radius
about each grid point.
Restrictions: None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
JM I*4 X Latitudinal dimension
IM I*4 X Longitudinal dimension
RSCAN R*4 X Radius of scan in Ian
Cn R*4 2	 X Earth coordinates of
observations
KNT I*4 (JM,IM)	 X	 X Accumulator array
Ccmmn areas Length Description
None
External references 	 Description
NEKT	 Grid point scanner
G1,ID D	 Converts grid points to earth coordinates
GCDIST	 Great circle distance calculation
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SUBROUTINE TAP24	 Argument list: NT1, NT2
Description: Creates L0024 Tape; called by ALTFM.
Restrictions: Alone
Arguments and -Type Dimensions 3 F A Description
arrays passed
NT1	 I*4	 Input disk logical unit number
(23)











FVARIO	 Provides D/A I/O
GETW	 0on1putes mandatory level teg3erature
NEWTPE	 New output tape on unit 24
124





SUBROUTINE TOW	 Argument list. JM, IM W, F, Flfff
Description. Performs a horizontal bilivaar interpolation.
JIM 1*4 x Latitudinal dimension
IN 1*4 x Longitudinal dimension
U) R*1 2	 X	 X Earth coordinates
F R*4 (JM IM)	 x Grided field






(bnverts earth coordinates to grid coordinates
---- -----------	 ---------
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Description: Interpolate a-level temperatures to the surface.
Restrictions: Nome
Argumnts and I 'type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
TSFACT	 R*4	 x	 Lapse rate returned
P	 R*4	 10	 X	 a-level pressure
Common  areas _ _ .^	 Length 
	 ^^D
escr ption
PHYSIC	 70	 Physical constants
SUBOXTINE VIUM	 Argument list. LAJ, WF, NWHO, IRL7
Description. This routine is used to read records of unknown lengthl called
by SATS4D -
Restrictions; None
Arguments and Type Dimensions S F A Description
arrays passed
iAj	 1*4	 Logical unit nuaber
BUF	 H*4	 Input buffer array
NWRD	 1*4	 Mznber of full 4-byte words
IRbIr	 1*4	 Return code
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SUBII(=INF WINDPR 	 Argument list: NS
Description: Upper-air wind check; called by ADPINS. 11iis routine checks
both components of the wind observations prior to the analysis. Erroneous
winds are filled with 09M.
Restrictions: None






X	 Number of repurts
Cbrtmon areas
	 Length	 Description
(Sam as INUPAR )
External references	 Description
LER1	 Single logical comparison
CH ADP	 Lateral check
CUTADP	 Difference between observation and first guess check
DIFFRS	 Difference between observation and first guess
Wil"M I NE WINY2	 An"vnt list: PR, "13 , T, rr
Description: Perform a linear in to p interpolation of a mandatory-levelI
wind profile to the a levels.
Restr' itions: None
--	 --------------
Am, LmntsAnKjdl Typr, Mmimsions S F A	 I)es.cription
arrays passvd
PR	 R*4	 x	 Reference pr(-,,-.s,,;ure
IMP	 R*4	 x	 7bp pressure
T	 11*4	 12	 x	 'Mandatory-level wind




FUJAN	 Computes (3-cdge pressures
------------------	 - -----
3U	 ME $SWW	 Ariprient I	 tat (SIN
Description Nine-point swoth-Lb--AaDoth Oil LL gIoLul two-dxmvivitonal (told,
ca I Lod by SMWAI.
Wstrwtkons None
r
AMpwnts and Type [Dljwwionb [3 F	 A	 WscrIption
arrays pusW
(SIN	 R*4	 (46,72)	 x x	 Global model fiold
bu-s-c-r-i P-t-io-ii ------
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